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No seventh season for Superstore

There is not going to be another season for Superstore. NBC has decided to cancel the series after six seasons. The final episodes will air next year.

NBC has announced the end of Superstore. In 2015, the series premiered on the network. The sixth season premiered last October. Starting from the 14th of January, it will continue. There are eleven episodes left. The final episode will air at some point during spring. When the series has officially ended, it had 113 episodes in total. 
 
 Superstore revolves around the unique employees of an enormous store. The newbies, the veterans, the holiday temps and even the managers, together they join forces against the customers. This includes massive sales that cause riots and crazy bargain hunters. The lead characters were portrayed by America Ferrera (Ugly Betty) and Ben Feldman (Drop Dead Diva). 
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Latest news
[image: Start date and official trailer for the final season of Evil]
Start date and official trailer for the final season of Evil

Pea soup vomit and the creepiest creatures make an appearance in the official trailer for the final season of Evil on Paramount+.

Yesterday, 16:02

[image: First-look photos and teaser for the second season of The Serpent Queen]
First-look photos and teaser for the second season of The Serpent Queen

The Serpent Queen will soon return to Starz. The cable network has released a trailer and first-look photos for season two.

Yesterday, 15:02

[image: Premiere date, teaser, first-look photos and new cast members for Hotel Cocaine]
Premiere date, teaser, first-look photos and new cast members for Hotel Cocaine

MGM+ has released a teaser for the '70s crime thriller series Hotel Cocaine and revealed the remaining cast. In addition, first-look photos and the premiere date of the eight-episode series have been released.

Yesterday, 14:02

[image: Masterpiece PBS unveils first-look photos of Wolf Hall: The Mirror and the Light]
Masterpiece PBS unveils first-look photos of Wolf Hall: The Mirror and the Light

Masterpiece PBS and the BBC have released first-look photos of Wolf Hall: The Mirror and the Light, an adaptation of the final novel in Hilary Mantel's award-winning trilogy.

Yesterday, 13:02

[image: AMC unveils trailer and poster for the second season of Interview with the Vampire]
AMC unveils trailer and poster for the second season of Interview with the Vampire

Anne Rice's Interview with the Vampire will soon return for a second season on AMC.

Yesterday, 12:02

[image: Louis Landau will play a regular role in Apple TV+'s Butterfly]
Louis Landau will play a regular role in Apple TV+'s Butterfly

Louis Landau has been cast in a series regular role in Prime Video's spy thriller Butterfly.

Yesterday, 11:00
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